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Abstract: This paper aims to develop a global burned area (BA) algorithm for MODIS BRDF-corrected
images based on the Random Forest (RF) classifier. Two RF models were generated, including:
(1) all MODIS reflective bands; and (2) only the red (R) and near infrared (NIR) bands. Active fire
information, vegetation indices and auxiliary variables were taken into account as well. Both RF
models were trained using a statistically designed sample of 130 reference sites, which took into
account the global diversity of fire conditions. For each site, fire perimeters were obtained from
multitemporal pairs of Landsat TM/ETM+ images acquired in 2008. Those fire perimeters were used
to extract burned and unburned areas to train the RF models. Using the standard MD43A4 resolution
(500 × 500 m), the training dataset included 48,365 burned pixels and 6,293,205 unburned pixels.
Different combinations of number of trees and number of parameters were tested. The final RF models
included 600 trees and 5 attributes. The RF full model (considering all bands) provided a balanced
accuracy of 0.94, while the RF RNIR model had 0.93. As a first assessment of these RF models,
they were used to classify daily MCD43A4 images in three test sites for three consecutive years
(2006–2008). The selected sites included different ecosystems: Australia (Tropical), Boreal (Canada)
and Temperate (California), and extended coverage (totaling more than 2,500,000 km2). Results from
both RF models for those sites were compared with national fire perimeters, as well as with two
existing BA MODIS products; the MCD45 and MCD64. Considering all three years and three sites,
commission error for the RF Full model was 0.16, with an omission error of 0.23. For the RF RNIR
model, these errors were 0.19 and 0.21, respectively. The existing MODIS BA products had lower
commission errors, but higher omission errors (0.09 and 0.33 for the MCD45 and 0.10 and 0.29 for the
MCD64) than those obtained with the RF models, and therefore they showed less balanced accuracies.
The RF models developed here should be applicable to other biomes and years, as they were trained
with a global set of reference BA sites.
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1. Introduction

Biomass burning is a relevant factor of the Earth system, affecting vegetation productivity, land
use, and atmospheric emissions [1–3]. It has social implications as well, impacting people’s lives and
properties, particularly in developed countries where urban areas are intermixed with forests [4].

The mutual influences of fire and climate explain that Fire Disturbance is considered one of the
Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) by the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS) [5]. Accordingly,
several space agencies are aiming to develop systematic assessments of fire occurrence and fire impacts
as part of the goal of improving the use of satellite data in climate modelling. This is the main
purpose of the Climate Change Initiative (CCI) program of the European Space Agency (ESA) [6].
Within this program, the Fire_cci project aims to develop long-term time series of burned areas
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(http://www.esa-fire-cci.org/, last accessed 15 February 2017), adapted to the needs of climate
modelers [7,8].

Burned area (BA) mapping from satellite images has been undertaken in recent decades
using a wide set of methods and sensors, including coarse-resolution data (Advance very
high resolution radiometer (AVHRR), Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS),
or VEGETATION [9–11]), data at medium resolution (Landsat TM/ETM or SPOT-HRV [12–14]),
and very high-resolution data (Worldview, Ikonos: [15,16]).

A few of these BA products provide global coverage. They are particularly useful as input to
dynamic global vegetation models [7] and gas emission estimations [17]. The most used products for
these modeling efforts were derived from the MODIS sensor on board the Terra and Aqua satellites.
The standard MODIS BA product was named MCD45, combining both satellites to estimate BA from
a predictive reflectance model [11]. An alternative BA product, named MCD64, was originally derived
for the Global Fire Emissions Database [18], but now it has become the standard MODIS BA product
in collection 6, released in 2017. It relies on a hybrid algorithm combining active fire and reflectance
changes [19]. Both MODIS BA products use the 500 × 500 m MODIS bands, with coverage ranging
from visible to the short-wave infrared (SWIR).

From the ESA side, different BA products have also been produced in the last decade:
the L3JRC [10] and Globcarbon [20], based on SPOT-VEGETATION data at 1000 × 1000 m spatial
resolution, and the Fire_cci product based on ENVISAR MERIS images [8,21] at 300 × 300 m.

BA algorithms are very diverse. Most of the time, they aim to discriminate BA in local-regional
conditions, and therefore are difficult to generalize to other sites with different fire characteristics.
Considering the wide variety of burning conditions worldwide, it is very challenging to design
a global BA algorithm. In some cases, these algorithms rely on physical principles that are adapted
locally [19,21]. In other cases, such as, for instance, the L3JRC product [10], several regional algorithms
are used in different ecosystems and the final product is a merging of regional outputs, which may
have quite different accuracies [22].

Random Forest [23] is one of the most frequently used algorithms for classification of satellite
images [24,25]. Its potential to integrate data from different scales and sources, and its robustness to
noise and non-normal distributions explains the wide use of RF for many satellite image applications.
For instance, RF has been successfully used in land-cover classification [26–28], discrimination of forest
species [29,30], agricultural crop classification [31], classification of hyperspectral data [32], biomass
estimation and quantifying forest structures [33,34]. The algorithm has also been tested to integrate
information acquired by different sensors [35]. RF has also been applied for forest fire research,
particularly for fire occurrence prediction [36], as well as to determine factors of fire severity [37] and
characterize fire regimes [38,39], but it has not yet been tested for burned area discrimination.

Based on the success of RF models for land-cover mapping and the robustness of this approach to
coping with a wide variety of input attributes, the main objective of this paper was to design a BA
classification based on RF models. We trained them from a global sample of burned areas derived
from Landsat images. Two RF models were generated: a full model, considering all 7 MODIS optical
bands (RF Full model), as well as spectral indices and auxiliary variables; and another one restricting
the MODIS bands to the NIR and R (RF RNIR model). The SWIR band, in conjunction with the NIR,
is more sensitive to burned areas [40,41]. This second model aimed to test the potential application
of RF to detect BA from the 250 m resolution bands of MODIS (bands 1 and 2), as well as from other
sensors retrieving information just on the R-NIR space (such as MERIS, OLCI, DMC, etc.). As a first
assessment of the performance of the RF models in different fire regimes, they were used to classify
BA in three large areas, located in Tropical, Temperate and Boreal regions. We compared BA detections
in the three test areas with national fire perimeters, as well as with two existing BA MODIS products.

http://www.esa-fire-cci.org/
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2. Methods

2.1. Algorithm Structure

The development of the RF models was based on three phases (Figure 1). The first one aimed to
develop the training database, extracted from MODIS images using reference BA perimeters derived
from Landsat data. The second phase trained the RF models by selecting the most appropriate set of
classification parameters; and the third one tested the performance of the models in three different
regions. All input images and auxiliary information used in this study were reprojected to WGS84
to guarantee spatial consistency among them. RF models were generated using public domain code
(RandomForest R package).
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Figure 1. Algorithm flowchart.

2.2. Input Data

Input data for the RF algorithm was the last available version of the MCD43A4 product
(v6) (https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/MODIS/MODIS_products_table/mcd43a4_v006,
last access on August 2017), based on the Schaaf [42] BRDF inversion algorithm. This product combines
the observations from Terra and Aqua satellites and daily provides 500 m MODIS BRDF corrected
reflectances in bands 1 to 7 (covering the visible to the SWIR spectrum: Table 1). The current version of
the product includes daily images, where the corrected reflectance corresponds to the BRDF inversion
of a moving 16-day period, including only cloud-free observations. The date of the product is centered
upon the retrieval period. We used full inversion and magnitude inversion pixel values (the latter
when there are at least seven observations in the moving 16-day window), which correspond to quality
values 0, 1, and 2. We followed a conservative approach to avoid losing too many observations in
cloudy or poorly observed areas [43].

In addition to the reflectance bands, the following spectral indices were computed as inputs to
the training phase.

Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI): Designed to improve the sensitivity of the vegetation
index to the contribution of soil reflectance [44], and computed as:

https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/dataset_discovery/MODIS/MODIS_products_table/mcd43a4_v006
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SAVI =
ρNIR − ρRed

(ρNIR + ρRed + L)
(1 + L) (1)

where ρNIR is band 2 and ρRed is band 1 from MODIS. L is 0.5 [45]. SAVI has been used in burned
land mapping by several authors, as it improves the discriminability of BA in sparsely vegetated
areas [46–48].

Table 1. MCD43A4 characteristics.

Band Bandwidth (nm)

1—Red 620–670
2—NIR 841–876
3—Blue 459–479

4—Green 545–479
5—SWIR1 1230–1250
6—SWIR2 1628–1652
7—SWIR3 2105–2155

Global Environmental Monitoring Index (GEMI): This index was developed by Pinty and
Verstraete [49] as a more global index of vegetation activity than NDVI. Being a non-linear index,
several studies have found it more sensitive to low reflectances in the R/NIR space. For this reason,
it has also proven more appropriate than NDVI for burned area detection [47,50]:

GEMI = η(1 − 0.25η)− (ρRed − 0.125)
1 − ρRed

(2)

η =
2
(
ρNIR

2 − ρRed
2)+ 1.5ρNIR + 0.5ρRed

ρRed + ρNIR + 0.5
(3)

With the same meaning as (1).
Normalized Burn Ratio (NBR): First proposed by Lopez and Caselles [51], and widely used for

analyzing burn severity [52,53]:

NBR =
ρNIR − ρSWIR
ρNIR + ρSWIR

(4)

For our analysis, ρNIR and ρSWIR are MODIS bands 2 and 7.
Normalized difference water index (NDWI): This has the following structure:

NDWI =
ρSWIR − ρNIR
ρNIR + ρSWIR

(5)

It was originally designed for water content estimation [54], and it has been shown to be closely
related to fuel moisture content [55], and is therefore associated with short-term fire impacts (reduction
of leaf water caused by fire heat [56]). The index variables have the same meaning as NBR, but using
the MODIS bands 5 and 6 for the SWIR channels.

Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index (VARI): Designed by Gitelson [57] for agricultural
purposes, but has since been used in several fire-related studies, particularly to improve detection of
chlorophyll changes as a result of fire [58]:

VARI =
ρGreen − ρRed

ρGreen + ρRed − ρBlue
(6)

where ρGreen is band 4, ρBlue is band 3 and ρRed is band 1 from MODIS.
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Enhanced vegetation index (EVI): this has proven more sensitive than NDVI for monitoring
densely vegetated areas and reducing atmospheric effects [45]:

EVI =
ρNIR − ρRed

ρNIR + 6·ρRed − 7.5·ρBlue + 1
(7)

where ρNIR is band 2, ρBlue is band 3, and ρRed is band 1 from MODIS. This index was included as
a more sensitive and robust estimation of pre-fire vegetation conditions than the standard NDVI, but it
has also been successfully tested in post-fire regeneration analysis [59].

Mid-Infrared Burnt Index (MIRBI): Designed by Trigg [41] to estimate burning impacts in South
Africa, and later successfully used for BA classification in other ecosystems [60].

MIRBI = 10·ρSWIR3 − 9.8·S·ρSWIR2 + 2 (8)

where ρSWIR2 and ρSWIR3 are reflectances of band 6 and band 7, respectively.
In addition to reflectance and spectral indices, we also used the MODIS thermal anomalies product

(MCD14ML version 5.1), which provides daily and global information on hotspots (HS). Most of these
are active fires, and therefore are very useful for discriminating burned patches from other land-cover
changes. Since the thermal contrast of fires with the background is much higher than the reflectance
change caused by the burned signal, HS information has been widely used in BA algorithms [61,62],
particularly at a global scale [19,21]. For this research, we created an auxiliary variable with the
distances from each pixel to the closest HS. To compute this distance, we also considered HS located
in the surrounding margins of the Landsat sampled scenes (up to 50 km outside), to avoid artifacts
created by border effects.

We included auxiliary data in the training phase that could help to adapt the RF models to
regional BA conditions, and had been related to fire occurrence in previous studies: elevation, biomes
and continental regions [63,64]. We imported elevation data from the Global multi-resolution terrain
elevation data 2010 (GMTED2010) [65]. Slopes and aspect were calculated using formulas proposed
by Burrough [66]. Land cover information was obtained from the Land Cover CCI project, which
provides global LC information at 300 m resolution in three different epochs: 2000, 2005, 2010 [67].
This variable was produced from ENVISAT-MERIS images, and follows the standard FAO classification
system [68]. We used only the 2005 epoch, as it was the closest pre-fire period to the training and test
series used in this research. Ecosystem variation was considered through the Olson biomes map [69],
which divides the world into 16 regions on the basis of their geology, climate and evolutionary history.
We also incorporated the continental regions defined for the Global Fire Emission Database (GFED),
which have previously been used to quantify fire effects, into the input database [18].

2.3. Training Phase

The RF models are built from iterative generations of decision trees, using a random sub-dataset
of the input data for each one [23]. Those trees are later used to classify the target area, where each
pixel is generally assigned to the category with maximum number of single-tree assignments. The user,
depending on data complexity, decides the number of trees. A similar amount of input data is sampled
in each random selection. Each of these samples is divided into two groups: a training set, composed
by two-thirds of the sampled data; and a validation set (named Out of bag, OOB), which is used
to validate the decision tree generated in each step (OOB error). Each decision tree is built with
a randomly selected group of attributes (M parameter). To create a decision tree, the algorithm looks
for the best data partition [70] using the randomly selected attributes. The quality of the training
phase is estimated from the average OOB error [71]. When the training phase is over, every case in the
training set is classified from the ensemble of all decision trees previously generated, assigning it to
the category with the majority of assignments.
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In order to take into account a great variety of burning conditions, the training phase was based on
a statistically designed global sample of BA perimeters. This sample was originally generated within
the Fire_cci project to validate a global BA product [72]. More specifically, 130 sites were selected using
two-stage stratified random sampling. The first stratification level was based on the Olson biomes
(seven classes), and the second one on the BA extent in 2008 (high and low), provided by the Global
Fire Emissions Database (GFED) version 3 [18,19]. The global distribution of the sampled sites is
illustrated in Figure 2. Each site covers approximately the area of a Landsat scene.
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Reference burned perimeters were extracted from Landsat multitemporal images using
a semi-automatic algorithm [60], and were visually inspected by two independent interpreters
to assure data quality [72]. Unburned islands within fire perimeters were discriminated as well.
All Landsat images were acquired in 2008. Derived perimeters were restricted to those burned
areas occurring in between the two Landsat dates for each scene following standard CEOS Cal-Val
approaches. Each burned pixel was dated with the date of the closest HS. The 130 sampled scenes
included a total of 66,717 burned patches. Being developed from a statistically designed sample,
the training sites can be considered a reliable estimation of fire conditions worldwide, at least for 2008;
and therefore, the derived RF models should be globally applicable. The sample includes 1.58 million
km2, of which 31,578 km2 were burned. The most extended land covers in the sample were: Rainfed
cropland (10.10%); Tree cover, broadleaved, evergreen, closed to open >15% cover proportion (10.63%);
Tree cover, broadleaved, deciduous, open 15–40% (5.45%); Tree cover, needleleaved, evergreen,
closed to open >15% (8.54%); Shrubland (14.42%); Grassland (16.16%); Sparse vegetation (tree, shrub,
herbaceous cover <15%) (6.95%); and Water bodies (5.13%).

The RF training database was created by overlapping a 500 × 500 m grid size (MODIS pixel
resolution) to the Landsat scenes, computing the proportion of burned area in each cell (from 0 to
100%). Pixel size was homogenized to the 500 × 500 m spatial resolution of the MCD43A4 product.
A total of 15,000 images were necessary to generate this training dataset for two reasons: (1) MODIS
tiles had to be selected from all regions covered by the Landsat scenes; and (2) all MODIS daily images
covering the two Landsat observations had to be processed, as the burning date of each pixel may
occur anytime in between those dates. In addition, the temporal series included images acquired from
at least 10 days before and 10 days after the Landsat acquisition dates, to avoid problems caused by
cloud obscuration or BRDF inversion issues.
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For each cell of the training dataset, the MODIS reflectances were obtained based on the most
probable date of the burned perimeters. For doing so, we had first to date every burned patch. Since the
Landsat images in each site were separated from 16 to 144 days, depending on the image availability
(although most scenes had less than 32 days of separation between Landsat pairs [72]), we used the date
of the active fires (extracted from the MCD14 product) to label each pixel within the Landsat burned
perimeters. Once the date was assigned to each 500 × 500 m cell, we extracted MODIS reflectances
from the day prior to the fire (t1) and two days after the fire (t2). We did not select as t2 the day just
after the fire in order to avoid the potential contamination caused by the smoke plumes. Whenever
the target dates didn’t have good observations, due to either image gaps, noise, or clouds (which are
removed in the MCD43A4 product), we selected alternative days within a 10-day temporal window
before t1 and after t2. For non-burned pixels, the t1 reflectance was taken from the MODIS image of
the first date of the Landsat multitemporal pair. The t2 reflectance was extracted from the MODIS
image dated in the median day between the two Landsat images.

To reduce potential noises caused by errors in dating or the impact of previous burnings (those
occurring before the first date of the Landsat pair), we introduced three filters in the training dataset.
Firstly, we removed pixels labelled as burned when the NIR reflectance of the t2 image was higher than
t1, as it is extremely unlikely that a burned pixel exhibits an increase in comparison to the pre-fire NIR
reflectance [73]. We tested this issue in many images, and found that all these situations corresponded
to false detections. We also removed those pixels within a 3000 m radius of any HS in all images
acquired 90 days before t1. This decision was intended to avoid the inclusion of pixels that were
burned in previous periods as unburned pixels. Finally, those pixels with less than 80% burned area
were removed as well. We applied this criterion in order for training to take place only with those
pixels that were more clearly burned, avoiding pixels with a mixed signal.

Applying these rules, our final training database had a total of 6,341,570 pixels (500 × 500 m
spatial resolution), including 48,365 burned pixels (0.76%) and 6,293,205 unburned. This sample size is
considerably larger than most previous studies based on RF classification models [24,26,28,38,74].

The attributes of the training database included t1 and t2 reflectances for all 7 bands of the MODIS
MCD43 product, plus the spectral indices and their temporal differences (Table 2). In addition to these,
seven auxiliary variables were considered (Land Cover, Olson Biomes, GFED Regions, HS distance,
Elevation, Slope, and Aspect), totaling 46 attributes for the training dataset.

Table 2. Input attributes for training the RF models.

Attributes Number

MODIS Bands 1 to 7. Prefire and Postfire 14
SAVI: Prefire, Postfire, Difference 3
GEMI: Prefire, Postfire, Difference 3
NBR: Prefire, Postfire, Difference 3
VARI: Prefire, Postfire, Difference 3

NDWI: Prefire, Postfire, Difference. Using B5, B6 6
EVI: Prefire, Postfire, Difference 3

MIRBI: Prefire, Postfire, Difference 3
NIR temporal difference 1

MODIS active fires: Distance matrix 1
Auxiliary variables: Elevation, slope, aspect, land cover, Olson biomes, GFED regions 6

2.4. Attribute Selection

The RF algorithm assesses the importance of the different input layers in the construction of the
decision trees by measuring the variation of the Gini index through the OOB error when an attribute is
removed. The Gini coefficient measures error balance. The lower the value the lower the relevance
of the parameter as it implies a marginal change in total error [70]. This process was repeated for
all trees and attributes to obtain an average importance for each of the attributes in the RF model.
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The most relevant variables are those whose absence greatly increases the total error. The absolute
values were converted to percentages to standardize the outputs. We also computed the correlation
matrix between quantitative input variables. Even though the impact of correlated variables on RF
models is not yet fully demonstrated [25,75], we removed highly correlated variables (r > 0.8) to
avoid redundancy. To select the most explicative attributes, a RF model with a high number of trees
(N = 1500) was used. Each tree had 7 attributes, which is close to the default: M = SQRT(#attributes),
as suggested by Breiman [23].

2.5. Parameter Selection

Once the input attributes were selected, the next step was finding the best parameters to build
the RF models. Several trainings were conducted after modifying two factors: number of trees and
number of input variables [76]. In both cases, the final selection was driven by both the accuracy
and performance of the output models. In all cases, the training dataset was divided in two groups:
calibration (80% of the data) and test (the remaining 20%). We selected this threshold instead of the
standard 2/3 and 1/3 proportion in order to increase the number of burned pixels in the calibration,
as they were a small proportion of the training sample. However, we also tested the standard
proportions, with very similar accuracy values. Finally, considering the high imbalance of the training
dataset, with burned areas only covering less than 1% of all training data, we performed a stratified
training [77–79], forcing to introduce in each tree at least 10% of randomly selected burned pixels.
Doing this ensured that all burned pixels were included in the RF model [80].

A total of 24 RF models were built. We tested combinations of four numbers of trees (N = 50, 500,
1000, 1500) and six numbers of attributes (M = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 17). The models were assessed by the
Balanced Accuracy [81] metric defined in (Table 3):

Balanced Accuracy =

E11
(E11+E21) +

E22
(E22+E12)

2
(9)

Table 3. Structure of the BA confusion matrix.

Reference

Predicted Burned Non-Burned Row Total

Burned E11 E12 E1+
Non-burned E21 E22 E2+

Col. total E+1 E+2 E∑

In terms of performance, the literature suggests using the simplest model (less #trees and
#parameters) if they provide similar accuracy to more complex ones [28,81].

2.6. Classification Phase

The final stage of the process was the application of the RF model to the daily MCD43A4 images
to classify burned areas in different test sites. Since we had t1 and t2 in the RF models, we had to select
two daily images for each classification. We identified the first day of each daily series as t1, and the
third day as t2, and moved this temporal window iteratively throughout the full year. For each day
and pixel, the RF model computed N classifications (as many as the number of trees in the model),
each one built with M attributes. The RF classification output is the number of times the trees classify
that pixel as burned or unburned. Since the burned category is quite unbalanced over the unburned
(very low proportion of burned pixels), we tested several thresholds to assign each pixel to the burned
category. The range tested included from 20% to 80% of the classification trees. We finally selected the
threshold that provided the best balance between omission and commission errors [81].
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At the end of the process, all BA detections in the daily images were merged by summing up all
dates of detection (0 if unburned) to create an annual composite of burned areas. Other compositing
periods (monthly, for instance) may be created, particularly for those Tropical regions that may burn
more than once within the same year. Finally, a modal filter of 3 × 3 pixels was applied to improve
the spatial coherence of the resulting product. Three years were classified—2006 to 2008—to test the
temporal consistency of the RF models.

2.7. Alternative Model Based on Red/NIR Bands

As previously stated, we built a second model with just the MODIS Red and NIR bands, mimicking
the spectral properties of the MODIS higher resolution product (250 m), but which was also potentially
applicable to other sensors limited to the R/NIR space (OLCI, MERIS, AVHRR, etc.). The RF RNIR
model was created from the input reflectances of MODIS bands 1 and 2, the spectral indices derived
from those bands, and the same auxiliary variables used for the RF Full model. The RF RNIR model
was trained with the same parameters of the RF full model, selecting the most relevant attributes
within the restricted list of input variables.

2.8. Comparison with Existing BA Information

As a first assessment of the accuracy of the RF models, the outputs were compared with national
fire perimeters and existing global BA MODIS products. Three sites were selected for comparison,
as they had available reference perimeters and were representative sites of three different fire regimes
(Boreal, Temperature and Tropical).

As an example of Boreal fire conditions, we selected a region of 926,167 km2 in Canada,
covering the provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Fire perimeters were downloaded from the
Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/ha/nfdb/, last accessed August
2017). This system is part of the Canadian National Fire Database (CNFDB), which is a collection of
fire data provided by different fire management agencies (provinces, territories, and Parks Canada),
and generated by different means. The CNFDB has been extensively used for fire regime characterization
studies [82–85]. Fire perimeters were reprojected to WGS84 to facilitate cross-tabulation analysis with
our results.

For Tropical fires, we selected a region in Northern Australia. The area embraces a region of
1,192,585 km2 mainly covered by Savannah and Tropical forest. Fire perimeters were downloaded
from the North Australian Fire Information database (www.firenorth.org.au/nafi2/, last accessed
August, 2017). Burned patches were processed by the Darwin Centre for bushfires research at Charles
Darwin University (for Northern Territory fire scars) and Cape York Peninsula sustainable futures
(for Queensland). They were obtained from multitemporal comparison of 250 m MODIS imagery,
using segmentation and visual interpretation.

Finally, as an example of temperate fires, we selected the whole state of California (409,719 km2).
These fire perimeters were downloaded from the Fire and Resource Assessment program (FRAP)
webpage (frap.fire.ca.gov, last accessed August 2017). These were obtained by several agencies:
CAL FIRE/FRAP, the USDA Forest Service Region 5 Remote Sensing Lab, the Bureau of Land Management,
and the National Park Service.

The three test sites included a total area of 2,528,471km2, with the main land covers comprising
Rainfed cropland (8.22%), Tree cover, needleleaved evergreen, closed to open >15% (23.84%); Shrubland
(28.33%); Grassland (8.93%); Sparse vegetation <15% (tree shrub herbaceous cover, 13.96%); and Water
bodies (6.87%).

In addition to comparing the RF results with these national fire perimeters, we also cross-tabulated
them with the two existing MODIS BA products: the MCD45 and the MCD64 (both v5.1), to check
consistency with existing BA products. It is important to emphasize that we did not run this comparison
to assess the RF models, but just to check their performance and accuracy for selected areas and periods
where reliable fire information was available. Comparison with fire perimeters and global BA products

www.firenorth.org.au/nafi2/
frap.fire.ca.gov
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cannot be properly considered as a validation exercise, but it provides a first evaluation on the potential
usability of our RF models for global BA mapping.

Comparison between both MODIS and RF products with reference fire perimeters was based on
the generation of standard confusion matrices (same as Table 3). Burned perimeters from the national
fire services were rasterized to 500 × 500 m to facilitate comparison with BA products. Omission and
commission errors, overall accuracy and error balance were computed from the confusion matrices
as follows:

Omission error =
E+1 − E11

E+1
(10)

Commission error =
E1+ − E11

E1+
(11)

Overall accuray =
E11 − E22

EΣ
(12)

And error balance was computed from Relative Bias (RB) following Padilla [86] as:

Relative Bias =
E1+ − E+1

E+1
=

E12 − E21

E+1
(13)

All with the same meanings as in Table 3. RB indicates whether the BA product has a proper
balance between omission and commission errors.

3. Results

3.1. Attribute Selection

Table 4 presents the relative importance of the different input attributes for the RF Full and RNIR
models. As was expected, the distance to the closest HS and the difference in NIR reflectance were
found to be the most relevant variables in both models. The importance of the SWIR reflectances was
also evident in the RF full model, while GEMI performed better than other vegetation indices in the
R-NIR spectral space. The auxiliary variables were found not to be relevant for the Full model, with the
exception of the GFED Regions. For this reason, they were not included in the RNIR model. The final
RF models had 17 attributes for the Full model and 14 for the RNIR model (Table 4).

Table 4. Ranking of each attribute in the RF Full and RNIR models. Asterisks show which variables
were included in the final models. NA: Non-applicable (cannot be computed with R, NIR bands).

Band
Importance (%) Importance (%)

Band
Importance (%) Importance (%)

RF Full Model RF RNIR Model RF Full Model RF RNIR Model

HS distance 4.54 * 14.69 * Slope 2.00 Not included
DIF_B2 4.43 * 13.97 * VARI_post 1.96 NA

DIF_NDWI5 3.32 * NA Elevation 1.94 * 8.92 *
DIF_GEMI 3.07 * 8.17 * EVI_post 1.93 NA

B2 post 2.98 * 5.78 * B6 post 1.93 NA
NDWI5_pre 2.90 NA GFED Regions 1.92 * 6.99 *
DIF_MIRBI 2.87 * NA EVI_pre 1.90 NA

DIF_EVI 2.70 NA SAVI_pre 1.85 4.39 *
DIF_NDWI6 2.63 NA B6 pre 1.81 NA
MIRBI_pre 2.60 * NA DIF_VARI 1.78 * NA
DIF_NBR 2.58 * NA NBR_post 1.72 NA
DIF_SAVI 2.44 7.21 * B7 post 1.72 NA

MIRBI_post 2.44 NA NBR_pre 1.71 * NA
VARI_pre 2.42 * NA B7 pre 1.69 NA

GEMI_post 2.42 5.04 * B4 post 1.68 NA
NDWI5_post 2.39 * NA B3 post 1.60 NA
NDWI6_pre 2.35 NA B1post 1.53 5.89 *

B2 pre 2.33 5.27 * B3 pre 1.46 NA
B5 post 2.25 * NA B4 pre 1.39 NA
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Table 4. Cont.

Band
Importance (%) Importance (%)

Band
Importance (%) Importance (%)

RF Full Model RF RNIR Model RF Full Model RF RNIR Model

B5 pre 2.24 * NA B1 pre 1.34 4.88 *
NDWI6_post 2.04 NA LC_cci 1.28 Not included

SAVI_post 2.04 5.32 * Olson 1.13 Not included
GEMI_pre 2.01 * 3.48 * Aspect 0.74 Not included

* significant differences.

3.2. Selection of RF Parameters

Figure 3 shows the variation of balanced accuracy for several combinations of number of trees and
number of attributes for the RF Full model. Even though all models had a highly balanced accuracy
(>0.92), the highest values were found for those models with more parameters and greater numbers of
trees, as was expected. The impact of number of trees was more evident than number of attributes,
particularly when they were below 8.
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Considering both accuracy and complexity, we finally chose a model with medium-high accuracy
and medium-low complexity, which included N = 600 trees and M = 5 attributes. The accuracy of this
RF full model for 20% of our test data (not used in the calibration of the model) provided a balanced
accuracy of 0.94 with a commission error for the burned category of 0.52 and an omission error of 0.1.

The same set of parameters (N = 600 and M = 5) were used for the RF RNIR model. Using again
80% for calibration and the remaining 20% for validation of the training dataset. This model obtained
a balanced accuracy of 0.93 with a commission error of 0.55 and an omission error of 0.11, similar to
the RF Full model.

3.3. Classification Thresholds

The RF models generated from the training dataset were applied to classify the three study sites
previously described. We tested several proportions of votes to perform the final classification of BA in
the test sites. Tree assignment was tested in 10% intervals between 20% and 80%. Table 5 shows the
results for the combined analysis of the three sites in 2008. For simplicity, we have included only the
outputs of the RF full model, but results were similar for the RF RNIR. As was expected, omission and
commission errors changed with the different thresholds, reducing omission errors when the threshold
decreased, and reducing commission errors when it increased.
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Table 5. Commission errors (CE), Omission errors (OE) and Relative Bias (relB) for the three test sites
and different assignment thresholds. RF Full Model for 2008.

CE OE relB

RF full 20% 0.35 0.11 0.38
RF full 30% 0.18 0.27 −0.11
RF full 40% 0.22 0.26 −0.05
RF full 50% 0.17 0.36 −0.23
RF full 60% 0.12 0.50 −0.43
RF full 70% 0.08 0.67 −0.63
RF full 80% 0.06 0.84 −0.83

The best balance between omission and commission errors was found at the 40% threshold. This is,
to a certain extent, reasonable, as on one hand it is a balanced value, and on the other tends to take
into better account the lower prevalence of burned over unburned pixels than the standard 50% value.
For this reason, we have used this threshold for the other years, as well as for the RF RNIR model.

3.4. RF Classification Results

Figures 4–6 include results of the RF full model for the three areas. The results of the RF RNIR
model were quite similar in terms of geographical distribution of burned patches, and therefore we
have not included them to avoid redundancy.
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In accordance with data obtained from fire perimeters, more than 661,100 km2 were burned in the
three sites over the three years. Annual BA was much lower in 2008, with 140,200 km2, while 2006 and
2007 had similar fire incidences (242,700 and 278,100 km2, respectively). The vast majority of that BA
occurred in Australia, totaling 93.89% of all burned area in the three sites and years. The lower BA
value of 2008 was caused by the lower fire occurrence of Australia, where BA decreased to 122,600 km2

from 228,600 and 269,700 km2 for 2006 and 2007, respectively. California had a total 12,700 km2 burned
in the three years, with greater occurrence in 2008 (more than 5540 km2) and lower in 2006 (close to
3000 km2). Canada totaled more than 27,700 km2 burned, with much higher occurrence in 2008 and
2006 (both more than 10,000 km2) than 2007 (4520 km2 burned).

Results from the two RF models present similar total BA values to those obtained from fire
perimeters. The RF Full model estimates the total BA in 603,000 km2 and the RNIR model in 651,900 km2.
The former had greater underestimation than the latter, particularly at the Australian site (566,900 km2

and 600,000 km2, respectively, versus the 620,000 km2 calculated from fire perimeters). The RF Full
model provided a closer estimation to the reference data than the RNIR model for California (10,900 km2

and 18,300 versus the reference of 12,700), as well as for the Canadian site (25,200 km2 Full model,
33,500 km2 RNIR model and 27,700 km2 reference data).

Figure 4 shows the results of the RF Full model for the Australian site, along with the reference
perimeters. The figure shows only the 2008 results, since several areas were burned more than once in
the three years. The region closer to the coastline had more fires (and more persistent ones), while the
Southern part burned less and less frequently, as it had a smaller amount of available fuel. Most of
the observed omissions of the RF Full model were pixels within burned patches. Commissions were
found in areas close to actual burn perimeters, probably in transitional areas with partial burns.

Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of classified BA in California. The greatest disagreement
with our reference perimeters was found in the Central Valley (Sacramento area). These were associated
with agriculture areas with low proportions of natural vegetation. Since our reference perimeters were
derived by different forest agencies, agricultural burnings were usually absent, and therefore these
apparent commission errors may in fact be real burnings. Most of the omission errors were found
in the northern fringe, in forested areas with higher moisture than the southern area, and lower fire
sizes. The area from Santa Barbara to San Diego concentrates the largest burned areas with a mixture
of forest and shrub land. They were in agreement with the reference perimeters.

Finally, Figure 6 shows the results of the Canadian site. Similar to California, the most obvious
disagreements with reference perimeters were found in the agricultural areas, located in the southern
region of the image. Again, it is important to remember that agricultural fires are not included in the
LFDB, which is restricted to wildland areas. The omissions errors were associated to patches within
large fires in the northern area, where RF outputs did not properly identify the complete burned patch.

A quantitative comparison of RF model outputs and reference perimeters is displayed in Tables 6
and 7, showing the omission and commission errors (or, more precisely, the disagreements with
national fire databases) for the three study sites and the three classification years, for both the RF Full
and RNIR models. Overall accuracies are not included in the tables, but values were always above
0.91. For the Australian site, the RF model showed OA > 0.91, with higher values for 2008 and 2006,
when more area was burned. Both Full and RNIR models performed similarly. Canada and California
had much higher OA (all above 0.99 in both RF models), due to their having a much lower proportion
of BA than Australia, and the higher accuracy of the models at predicting unburned pixels. The mean
and total values (summing up the three sites) consider the actual BA occurring in each study site
and year, with a clear predominance of the results obtained in the Australian area, as it had the vast
majority of total BA.

The RF Full model results in Table 6 show that the average commissions and omissions for all
three years and at all three sites were 0.16 and 0.23, respectively. The commission errors were lower at
all sites and years than the omission errors, but they can be considered to be well balanced. Omission
errors were higher for 2008, particularly in California.
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Table 6. RF Full model classification results.

Year
Commission Errors Omission Errors

Australia California Canada Global Australia California Canada Global

2006 0.13 0.34 0.30 0.14 0.21 0.32 0.33 0.22
2007 0.15 0.24 0.32 0.15 0.24 0.25 0.32 0.24
2008 0.22 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.25 0.50 0.38 0.26

Mean 0.16 0.27 0.28 0.16 0.23 0.38 0.35 0.23

Table 7. RF RNIR model classification results.

Commission Errors Omission Errors

Australia California Canada Total Australia California Canada Total

2006 0.16 0.56 0.38 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.23 0.19
2007 0.18 0.45 0.45 0.19 0.22 0.16 0.22 0.22
2008 0.25 0.41 0.32 0.26 0.23 0.34 0.27 0.24

Mean 0.19 0.47 0.37 0.19 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.21

Table 7 shows the omission and commission errors for RF RNIR model. Commission errors were
generally higher and omissions lower than for RF Full model. In California, commission errors were
20% higher over the three years than the Full model, while in Canada and Australia the values were
only slightly higher (<10%). In terms of omission errors, the RNIR model performed slightly better
than the Full model in Australia and Canada, and showed about 15% better results than the Full model
in California.

3.5. Comparison with Existing MODIS BA Products

Results from the RF models were compared with existing MODIS BA products and reference fire
perimeters for the three test sites (Table 8). To summarize the presentation of the results, errors and
relative bias were computed by combining the three years. Commission errors of MCD45 and MCD64
products tended to be lower than for the RF models, while omission errors were commonly higher,
particularly for the MCD45 product. The RF Full model was more balanced than MODIS products for
Australia and California, and only slightly lower than MCD64 for Canada. The RF RNIR model was
very well balanced in Australia, but it provided higher commission errors in Canada and California
than the other products, and it tended to overestimate in these two sites.

Table 8. Mean omission and commission errors and relative bias (2006 to 2008).

Australia Canada California Total

CE OE relB CE OE relB CE OE relB CE OE relB

MCD45 0.09 0.32 −0.26 0.30 0.57 −0.38 0.35 0.55 −0.31 0.09 0.33 −0.26
MCD64 0.09 0.29 −0.21 0.21 0.28 −0.09 0.12 0.29 −0.19 0.10 0.29 −0.21
RF full 0.16 0.23 −0.09 0.28 0.35 −0.10 0.27 0.38 −0.15 0.16 0.23 −0.09

RF RNIR 0.19 0.21 −0.03 0.37 0.25 0.19 0.47 0.25 0.43 0.19 0.21 −0.03

Both RF models showed higher commission errors than the MODIS products, although still lower
than 0.3 in the case of RF Full model (The RNIR model provided higher CE). In terms of omission
errors, the MCD45 showed high errors for California and Canada (>0.55), while the MCD64 had
values close to 0.3. The RF full model showed lower omission errors than MCD45, and slightly higher
omission errors than MCD64 for California and Canada. The RNIR model had the lowest omission
errors at both sites. Similar trends were observed for all three years.
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4. Discussion

This paper has presented the generation and first assessment of a BA classifier based on two
RF models. The models were trained using a statistically designed sample of reference burned areas
generated from Landsat multitemporal images, covering the global variety of fire characteristics.
Therefore, as the RF models were trained and internally assessed (using OOB statistics) with a global
sample, they can be considered suitable for global mapping of burned areas.

We should emphasize that our results have not been validated in a statistically rigorous way,
which would require global process and reference BA datasets [72,87]. The alternative was to analyze
the accuracy of the algorithm at selected representative sites and compare the results with existing
reference BA data. We selected three test sites located in the main ecosystems affected by fire occurrence:
Tropical, Temperate and Boreal, where fire perimeters were available. Comparison of RF results
with these reference BA datasets showed high overall accuracy values (>0.9), although the burned
category had omission and commission errors of around 0.25. The similar accuracy of both models
evidences interesting potentials to apply analogous BA algorithms to sensors that do not acquire
SWIR bands, such as NOAA-AVHRR, ENVISAT-MERIS, or Sentinel-3 OLCI, although they would
still require the location of active fires. Comparison with standard MODIS BA products provided
higher commission, but lower errors, for the RF models. Therefore, both RF results showed lower error
bias than MODIS products, particularly in comparison with the MCD45. Lower errors were found in
Australia, which had much larger BAs than California and Canada.

Disagreements found between reference BA and RF results may also be caused by some problems
of the former datasets. For instance, fires from California and Canada may not include agricultural
burnings, while they are detected as burned in both the RF and the standard NASA BA products.
Therefore, a share of the commission errors reported may be in fact real burnings occurring on crop
residues. In terms of omission errors, the main problem of the reference datasets is the allocation of
unburned islands within burned patches, which is not done systematically [88]. Another potential
problem may arise from the consideration of small fires (<1 km2), which are included in reference
perimeters, but are undetectable from 500 × 500 m pixels. In spite of these limitations, our results show
at least a first assessment of the RF models, as they include very extended areas (>2.5 million km2) in
different years and diverse ecoregions.

In terms of the limitations of our RF models, several aspects should be considered:

1. Temporal generalization. Several authors have pointed out the potential problems of training RF
classifiers with a single year and then applying them to other years [89]. In our case, the models
were trained for 2008 and tested in two other years. Results showed similar accuracy for the three
years, which provides good support for using the RF models to generate BA time series analyses.

2. Spatial generalization. Our RF models were not trained from data extracted from the three test
sites, as it is a common practice of many RF classifiers [24,36,90], but rather from an independent
dataset that was selected using a statistical sample design to include the diversity of burning
conditions worldwide (at least for 2008, the year of the reference perimeters), as it was originally
designed by validating global BA products [72]. For this reason, the resultant RF models
should be applicable globally without further calibration, assuming 2008 burned conditions
are representative of global fire patterns. In this regard, it could be considered a global automatic
classification. We have shown this with three very different sites and years, fully independent
from our training dataset.

3. Sensor generalization. RF has been recognized in very diverse applications as a flexible approach
to integrating different sensors and scales [25,26,35,79]. This capacity makes it possible to extend
a similar concept of a RF-based BA algorithm to other sensors such as VIIRS (on board the
NPOES), OLCI or SLSTR (on board Sentinel-3), or even for classifying historical datasets, such as
those acquired by the AVHRR (on board NOAA from 1979). However, the dependency of the
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active fire information that the RF models (as well as the MCD64 product) show needs to be
addressed, since active fire detections prior to the MODIS era are quite unreliable.

4. Time constraints. Regarding the performance of RF models, the computational cost of training
a RF model is low in comparison with other machine-learning algorithms like support vector
machines (SVM) [91]. The processing time depends on the complexity of the model, and the
number of trees and attributes. Our models required about three hours for training and 4 min for
classifying each 1200 × 1200 km image (using a 24 core computer with 48 Gb of RAM).

5. Training phase. The strengths of our training rely on the global significance of the sample, but it
implied a large effort to generate the training dataset, as data from more than 15,000 images
had to be retrieved. Since globally speaking fire occurrence is an unusual event, the sample was
very unbalanced, with only 0.76% of BA in the total area covered by Landsat images. Several
strategies may be used to cope with this problem, including under and oversampling of the
target categories [92,93]. In our case, every tree was forced to include at least 10% of burned
pixels [32,77,78]. This ensured the inclusion of all pixels detected as burned in the ensemble of
trees. Another possibility of RF is to estimate the proportion of burned area, but this estimation
also requires a balanced database, because regression trees are also affected by this issue. Mapping
proportions is certainly interesting and feasible at regional scales through fuzzy classifications
or spectral mixture models [94], but is very difficult to implement at a global scale. Future
improvements of the RF models may include additional training datasets, acquired from different
years, thus extending the characterization of burn patterns to the impact of climatic cycles.

6. Attribute selection. As may be expected, the most important attributes were those related
to the distance from hotspots, post-fire NIR reflectance and temporal differences in NIR
reflectance. In the Full model, contributions of the SWIR bands were also relevant, following the
well-known spectral sensitivity of this region for characterizing post-fire conditions [11,19,56,95].
The predominance of distance to HS is also well known in BA mapping, as many authors have
emphasized the importance of active fire information for better discriminating burned pixels.
This evidence has led to the generation of hybrid algorithms [61,62], which are currently the
state of the art in global BA mapping [19,21]. Following HS distance, we found that post-fire
NIR and changes in NIR reflectance were the most explicative variables. Again, several authors
have shown that NIR reflectance exhibits the highest sensitivity for detecting changes caused by
burnings. This could be related to the removal of the chlorophyll content and water, as the leaf is
scorched, as well as the decrease in leaf area index [73].

7. RF parameters. Different combinations of both the number of trees and the number of attributes
were tested. The final RF models balanced performance and accuracy. A large number of
trees and attributes implied a severe increase in the classification time, which reduced the
performance of the model. Since we classified daily images, the yearly BA requires running
the RF models for each site 365 times (with N classifications for each pixel, with N being the
number of trees). Complex models implied a severe computational burden, and would make the
final model for classifying global BA coverage unrealistic. The compromise between complexity
and accuracy of the model was obtained through the analysis of accuracy changes with model
complexity (Figure 3). The actual attributes were selected by analyzing their relative importance
in the discrimination of burned area and their mutual correlation. This is a common strategy,
as redundant variables may bias the generation of the RF models [96,97]. The selection of the
attributes provided by RF may also be obtained through other techniques widely used in data
mining [98,99].

5. Conclusions

This study presents a methodology for generating a burned area algorithm using the RF classifier.
Input data were the MODIS BRDF corrected reflectances, active fire information, and auxiliary
geographical coverages. The model was trained from a set of 130 statistically selected sampled sites,
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and was later applied to three large test sites located in Australia, Canada and California. The most
relevant variables for BA classification were post-fire NIR, NIR change and distance to active fires.
The SWIR bands were not found to be as important as other studies had shown, since the performance
of the RF Full model did not significantly change from the RF RNIR model.

RF was proved to be a robust classifier of BA, showing similar accuracy in different sites and
years, with lower BA errors in Tropical than Boreal and Temperate sites. Omission and commission
errors were estimated by comparing RF results with national fire perimeters. RF outputs generally had
lower omission and higher commission errors than existing MODIS BA products. They also provided
a more balanced accuracy. The RF models showed great potential to be applied to other sensors and
periods in order to generate consistent time series of BA data, which are in great demand among the
climate modeling community.
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